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Introduction 

At the beginning of 2020, PHMSA made plans to launch a new control room management 
inspection initiative. The goal of this three-year inspection plan is to perform an on-site 
audit of the pipeline control room, review each operator’s Control Room Management 
Plan (CRMP) to verify alignment with the Control Room Management Rule (CRM Rule), and 
verify that you implemented the policy to answer the question: did you do what you said 
you would do?

The inevitability of a control room audit combined with the industry-wide emphasis on 
implementing Pipeline Safety Management Systems (Pipeline SMS) to support zero safety 
incidents highlights the importance of control room audit readiness.

The question is how to arrive at the assurance that your control room is prepared to 
validate compliance in the control room. This requires a few critical prerequisites:

• You have a plan. If you do not, how will you 
know what you are supposed to be doing?

• You need documentation. Do you have 
evidence that you’re following the plan 
(e.g. shift notes, abnormal operating 
condition logs, and shift handover notes)?

• You need systems. Do your current 
systems support your ability to follow the 
plan and organically generate evidence?

The last question drives toward what we call natural compliance. Natural compliance 
occurs when pipeline personnel perform their daily tasks using tools designed to 
streamline their work, and where those tools natively create and store records so they 
are available for audit and analysis. Basically, “I do my work, while records are created 
automatically in the background.”

Natural compliance is not a destination, however. It is an ongoing journey based on 
continuous improvement that requires constant self-evaluation to ensure that compliance 
is happening naturally in the control room.

The journey has a starting point. Consider these critical steps to assess current capabilities 
before starting the journey, continuing on the journey, and eventually growing the capabilities 
of the control room as you strive for audit readiness to satisfy a PHMSA inspection.
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Keep in mind that the purpose of a PHMSA audit is to verify that your operation is 
operating safely in accordance with your safety program. Additionally, you should be able 
to demonstrate compliance with minimum effort.

If you don’t understand the latest PHMSA safety requirements, don’t have a reliable 
recordkeeping system operating in the background, have gaps in your safety program, and 
are spending an inordinate amount of time trying to validate activity in the control room, 
then you need to take a hard look at your compliance efforts.

Here are some helpful questions to ask during a self-evaluation of the control room as it 
relates to compliance-related activity.

• Do we have an understanding of current PHMSA requirements and audit protocols?

• Does our CRMP and policies & procedures conform to PHMSA requirements?

• Can we quickly locate the records that demonstrate that the control room is following 
the procedures?

• Do we have a plan to identify and close obvious gaps?

• Are we in a position to gather appropriate documents and records to satisfy an audit 
after receiving the audit notification?

Typically, PHMSA will notify you 6 to 8 weeks in advance of an audit. If you are unable 
to gather appropriate records in time for the audit, then you are likely experiencing 
challenges with your recordkeeping process.

• Understanding PHMSA safety requirements.

• The quality, consistency, and accessibility of your 
records for both policy and implementation. (For 
example, a poorly-written CRMP is as much of a 
problem as not keeping records.)

• Gaps in your ability to prove compliance with 
PHMSA safety requirements.

• The amount of time and resources required to 
prove compliance.

Primary Challenges on the Journey to 
Audit Readiness

Before starting the journey, you need to perform an assessment of the control room to 
identify key constraints or challenges that could prevent you from getting where you need 
to go. The primary challenges in the control room include the following:
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Consider whether your control room is affected by these recordkeeping issues:
• Relying on paper records that are easily lost, inconsistent, or not completely filled out.
• Records exist in multiple locations, making it difficult to track down final records.
• Records cannot be located across multiple systems or pieces of software.
• Records do not have the appropriate approvals from supervisors.
• Records do not exist because controllers were never told to create the records.
• The recordkeeping process fell too far behind in the course of day-to-day tasks.
• Records do not reflect regulatory rule changes because of an inability to keep up.
• Records do not match cross-disciplinary requirements (e.g. alarm management, 

P2P verification, Abnormal Operating Conditions, SCADA modifications, and 
change management).

If you answered yes to some or most of these constraints, then it’s time to take a deep 
dive into your control room process as it exists today. Self-evaluating the process can help 
you confidently start the journey to natural compliance.

Rooting Out Challenges in the Typical 
Recordkeeping Process

The typical recordkeeping process is manual-based. It’s based on either pen and 
paper recordkeeping that leads to errors or inefficient electronic recordkeeping using 
spreadsheets that leads to confusion.

What are the common errors with pen and paper recordkeeping?
• Illegible handwriting.

• Forms not completely filled out.

• Inconsistent use of terminology.

• Lost records handed from one person to the next.

• Inability to locate specific records after the fact.

• Inconsistent use of filing system (e.g. not filterable or queryable).

What are the common challenges with spreadsheet-based processes?
• Multiple versions of the same records.

• Inconsistent directory path to locate the saved records.

• Change control issues if multiple people are using the same spreadsheet.

• Lack of communication or direction about how to share the records.

• Copy and paste functionality supports pencil whipping.

What do these manual-entry processes lead to? They lead to lost time, lost records, and 
audit issues. These deficiencies can negatively impact your operation’s ability to prepare 
for the PHMSA audit and then satisfy requests from the PHMSA inspector. It looks like 
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Emergency
Response

MITIGATE
1. Missing Elements in the CRMP:

• Policy and Procedures not sufficient or in alignment with the CRM Rule.

• Did not require review and approval of deviations.

• Did not include a time frame for when deviations should be documented.

• Failed to define roles & responsibilities.

• CRMP did not detail a shift change method.

• Improper Hours of Service definition and deviation management.

• No parameters for determining if controllers have time to react to alarms.

• Missing alarm management sections.

• No training program for working knowledge of the pipeline system.

• CRMP does not adequately define safety-related points.

• No training program for working knowledge of the system.

What’s the takeaway from this list of deficiencies? Many operators do not check to ensure 
that their policy is sufficient. There is a missing step of performing gap analysis of the 
policy and procedures.

2. Inconsistent Policies and Procedures:
• No parameters for determining if controllers have time to react.

• Inadequate alarm management plan and philosophy.

• Inadequate description of the controller’s authority and responsibility.

• Poor definition of safety-related points.

• Lacking information on how to operate if  SCADA and/or communication fails.

• Insufficient guidance on what information should be exchanged and formally 
documented during shift change.

• Lacking procedures to protect the controller’s consoles from use by             
unqualified personnel.

• No written procedures to detail a controller’s role during an emergency.

• Did not clarify location of primary & secondary control rooms.

What’s the takeaway from this list of deficiencies? The focus of inspectors is to move from 
“does the plan address the requirements” to “does the operator have an operational 
plan?” Inefficient recordkeeping can hamstring your operation’s ability to prove that you 
are actually working to improve the safety result through policies and procedures. In other 
words, you can’t prove that you are doing what you said you would do.

multiple personnel spending multiple man weeks collecting documentation, and then 
sending runners back and forth to dig up information during the audit itself.

Simply stated, things are missed during the audit. Consider the typical deficiencies 
reported by PHMSA in their 2019 and 2020 report on Enforcement Actions related to 
control room recordkeeping.
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Starting the Journey of Natural Compliance: 
The Ideal Recordkeeping Process 

The ideal process for recordkeeping includes two key elements: a plan and a system.

The PLAN needs to touch four critical areas to support a PHMSA audit of the control room.

1. Gather:
• PHMSA Regulations

• PHMSA Audit Protocol

• PHMSA FAQs

• Standards

• CRMP

• Related Procedures

• Records

Many operators spend time focusing on just trying to gather documents they have -- not 
identifying gaps and performing analysis. Poor recordkeeping contributes to only having 
time and resources to gather documents without being able to take the next important 
step of actually reviewing whether you have all appropriate documents and records.

3. Failure to Keep Adequate Records:
• Recordkeeping not in alignment with the CRM Rule or CRMP.

• Inability to locate the records.

• Poor recordkeeping for the records that can be found.

• Failed to document fatigue mitigation activities.

• Operator could not provide training records.

• Lacked shift change documentation.

• Could not provide evidence of “proper” point-to-point verification.

• No records for internal communication plan and back-up tests.

• Hours of Service deviation reports missing.

What’s the takeaway from this list of deficiencies? Many operators suspect that they created 
the records and thought they had the records on-hand for the audit. But, when pressed 
to validate activity in the control room, they could not locate the records for the inspector. 
This can sometimes be the result of the previous person who was responsible for the 
audit not keeping proper records.

So, what is the ideal process for recordkeeping in the control room to satisfy a PHMSA 
audit? Let’s review the starting point of the journey to natural compliance.
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2. Analyze:
• Is every required Audit Question answered in my CRMP?

• Do I have records that support activities stated in the CRMP?

3. Identify Gaps:
• New Regulations

• New Audit Protocols

• Missing or “incorrect” CRMP sections and related procedures

• Records that are missing or difficult to locate

4. Close the Gaps:
• Take corrective actions

• Perform a mock audit

The SYSTEM for recordkeeping is based on having the ideal management system to 
connect internal policies and procedures to external regulatory requirements, which 
then automatically generates appropriate records to satisfy the audit. There are five 
critical touchpoints.

1. Advanced Link:
• PHMSA Regulations (latest)

• PHMSA Audit Protocol (latest)

• PHMSA FAQs (latest)

• Standards

• CRMP

• Related Procedures

• Records

2. Analyze:
• Is every required Audit Question 

answered in my CRMP?

• Do I have records that support 
activities required in the CRMP?

3. Identify Gaps:
• Determine corrective actions

• Perform cross-discipline team review

4. Native Compliance:
• Records should be created as work 

is performed

• Records should be linked to CRMP,                                                                           
regulations, and audit protocol
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5. Mock Audit:
• Prepare to answer PHMSA audit questions

• Train all players on the audit plan

When the appropriate plan and system are in place, this funnels into using software to 
manage audit preparation and produce electronic records that satisfy the PHMSA audit. 
Software that is built for the pipeline control room can help operators efficiently provide 
documents and records to the inspector to validate activity in the control room.

When the plan and system are in place, when there is a single document library that links 
together external and internal records, and when you are positioned to quickly support 
change management whenever there is a change to documentation, then you have a 
reliable system to produce records to satisfy the PHMSA audit.

Controllers do their normal work, records are created in the background, and there is 
appropriate linking to CRM Rule requirements. Now you are positioned to achieve 
natural compliance and support critical areas of the pipeline control room:

• Shift Handover
• Point to Point verification
• AOCs
• Controller Scheduling
• Hours of Service
• Management of Change
• Program Reviews
• Deviations

Consider how this looks visually when 
recordkeeping flows from external 
documents to the pipeline operator’s 
internal documentation for the 
control room.

What are the key components of 
software to support the audit? Having a 
single document repository to house 
all appropriate governing documents, 
reference documents, and program 
documents. And, the internal policies and 
procedures should be linked to external 
regulatory documents:

• Federal and State Regulations

• Federal and State Audit Protocols

• Federal and State Rule Makings

• Industry Standards

• Company Policy

• Company Procedures

• All Records
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Preparing for the PHMSA Audit

At this stage, you have taken critical steps to prepare for the PHMSA audit. These are the 
next steps to prepare your control room to satisfy the audit.

• Review your plan. “This is what we’re going to do.” It needs to be current and correct 
since the last review.

• Perform updates. After reviewing the plan, you need to perform any required 
updates to the plan.

• Provide training. You need to get the appropriate people trained on the current 
version of the plan.

• Gather evidence. Confirm that what you said you were going to do is what you are 
actually doing.

• Locate records. Using your system, locate all necessary records that PHMSA will 
expect during the audit.

• Validate records. Ensure that records meet the TVC standard of traceable, verifiable, 
and complete.

Performing a mock audit is one of the best ways to bring this process together to practice 
for the real audit. You can also use the mock audit to continue to refine your systems to 
produce records that will validate what you said you would do in the control room. This 
way, your team is experienced, ready, and prepared to respond to the auditor’s questions 
and provide proof in one click of a button.
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Work With EnerSys to Achieve Natural Compliance

We recognize that preparing the control room for a PHMSA audit doesn’t happen in a 
vacuum. There are many moving parts -- both from a program management perspective 
and a human perspective. That’s why we developed multiple pieces of software that we 
package with our industry-leading advisory support to provide pipeline operators with an 
all-in-one solution to prepare the control room for the audit.

• EnerSys POEMS ComplyMgr: Tools for program management.
• EnerSys CRM Suite: Tools for controllers and control room managers.
• Compliance Log: ComplyMgr and CRM Suite share a common database of compliance 

records for audit support.

Our software tools are intuitive and appropriate for supporting both the needs of 
doing the job and supporting the audit. When harmonized, operators can achieve 
natural compliance.

We support this objective by continuously updating our software to ensure that operators 
get the most value from using electronic recordkeeping in the control room. The main 
attributes of our software tools include:

• Searchable to quickly find appropriate documents and records.

• Tied to relevant audit and program parts.

• Single user interface to access all of the records.

• Supported by our team and properly maintained.

• Routinely updated as regulatory requirements and technology evolves.

Then, we couple the software with our subject matter expertise to support your control 
room management program. We make available many experts to ensure you have 
the needed resources to support both day-to-day work in the control room and the 
production of electronic records to satisfy a PHMSA audit.

We invite you to find out more about how to prepare the control room for a PHMSA 
audit through our combination of software tools and compliance support. We’ll help you 
optimize the human and machine factors that lead to a successful audit.

Schedule a Demo of EnerSys Software
Schedule a Consultation With Our Team
EnerSysCorp.com
sales@enersyscorp.com

Contact Dale Schafer or Ross Adams
281-598-7100


